
Gagle Brook Primary School – Year 3 Autumn Term 2 2021 

Big Question: Hidden behind the picture is…? Stone Age!  
With a focus on: Art and History 

  
  

 

  

This term promises to be an exciting term of discovery! 

Our curriculum focus is art and history and the big 

question is: Hidden behind the picture is…The children 

will learn about World War 1, Armistice and why the 

poppy is an important symbol, along with creating some 

exciting art work. We will learn about Stone Age and 

history moving into the Iron Age.  

 

The children will take part in regular Forest School 

Sessions and PE will take place twice weekly.  

 

Key dates for the diary: 

9th and 11th November – Parent consultations 

12th November – Children in Need 

15th – 19th November – Anti-bullying week 

6th December – Our Learning Showcase 

9th December – Year 3 Christmas Message 

14th December – Christmas Carols by night 

17th December – End of Term 
 

At Gagle Brook, learning will be driven by: 

Knowledge & Skills Enquiring Minds Language Rich Values & One Planet Principles  

Our learning is carefully sequenced to 

ensure that the children consolidate 

the knowledge and skills previously 

learnt and new skills are carefully 

steadily built upon in small, incremental 

steps. The children will take their 

learning deeper before covering new 

content.  

  

We care about our learning and the 

children will demonstrate this 

through having enquiring minds and 

asking questions. There are no limits 

to curiosity, questioning and 

challenge, whether children are 

actively learning inside or in our 

extensive outdoor classroom 

environment whilst building 

resilience, independence and a ‘can 

do’ attitude.  

We will provide the children with a 

school environment which is rich in 

opportunities for exploring language 

and acquiring new language skills. Key 

vocabulary will be displayed in the 

classroom and children will make use 

of this within their learning. We will 

immerse children in high quality texts 

across the curriculum and continue our 

‘Reading for Pleasure’ ethos.  
  

Our values and one planet principles sit at the 

heart of our school community. Each term we 

choose a key figure who represents our values and 

the children learn about them. This term the 

children will learn about the Mexican artist Frida 

Khalo and what makes her a significant individual.  

Our Value this term is:  

Resilience 

 

Our Key Figure this term is: 

Frida Khalo 

 

Our One Planet Principle is:  

Sustainable Materials. 
 

 

 

 

 

Key vocabulary we will learn this 

term: 

 

 



Core Learning Skills As Successful Learners… Core Learning Skills 

As Writers and Readers…  

November sees the start of 

COP26, hopefully a real turning 

point in the fight against climate 

change. 

 

Children will be taking part in 

the Transform our World 

summit, learning how they can 

become part of this fight and 

how it affects their everyday 

lives. 

 

“We can no longer let people in 

power decide what hope is. Hope 

is not passive. Hope is not ‘blah 

blah blah.’ Hope is telling the 

truth. Hope is taking action. And 

hope always comes from the 

people.” 

 

Greta Thunberg 

As Historians… As Theologists… As Technologists… 

 

This term our core text is ‘Fox’ by Margaret Wild. We will use 

this to drive our writing skills. We will start the term with a 

Fiction writing outcome, consolidating our core writing skills – 

using the correct punctuation and showing a good understanding 

of sentence structures - and building new writing techniques. Our 

first writing outcome will be writing a sequel to Fox. Later in the 

term we will also complete a unit on Non-Fiction writing, 

ensuring the breadth of our writing curriculum opportunities. 

Our focus is always on developing ourselves as readers who 

write and writers who read, and we will draw on our reading 

when writing.  

 

At Gagle Brook we emphasise the importance of reading widely 
and are passionate about reading. This term the children will 

explore a variety of texts linked to our core texts, giving 

contextual knowledge and developing their reading skills using 

‘Look, Clue, Think, Word’.  

 

We follow the Read, Write Inc Spelling programme in Year 3 and 

give opportunities for children to access the Read, Write Inc 

Phonics programme where appropriate.  

Stone Age to Iron Age 

 

We are learning: 

About changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the 

Iron Age, including: late Neolithic hunter gatherers 

and early farmers. 

 

We will be answering the following questions: 

Was Stone Age man simply a hunter and gatherer, 

concerned only with survival? 

 

How different was life in the Stone Age when man 

started to farm? 

 
What can we learn about life in the Stone Age from 

a study of Skara Brae? 

 

Why is it so difficult to work out why Stonehenge 

was built? 

 

How much did life really change during the Iron Age 

and how can we possibly know? 

Sikhism 

 

We are learning:  

I can explain who founded 

Sikhism and where. 

 

I can explain the main beliefs in 

Sikhism. 

 

I can explain what makes the 

Gurdwara a special place for 

Sikhs. 

 

I can name and describe some 
special Sikh festivals. 

 

I can explain what the Sikh holy 

book is and how it is used. 

 

I can name and explain the 

meanings of Sikh symbols 

We always begin our computing 

learning by discussing our 

SMART rules.  
 

This term we will begin with the 

topic of technology in our lives.  

 

We will be answering the 

following questions: 

How does a digital device work? 

 

What parts make up a digital 

device? 

 

How do digital devices help us? 

 

How am I connected? 

 

We will also be looking at how 

technology can help us in the 

fight to become more 

sustainable. 

As Mathematicians… As Scientists… 

 

At the start of the term we will by revisiting number and place 

value, ensuring that the children have a firm grasp on this before 

moving them on to new subject content. We will use a range of 

strategies and manipulatives to deepen our understanding of 

number and place value.  

 

We will then learn to add and subtract numbers using 

concrete objects, pictorial representations, and mentally. 

 
Moving along we will be looking at multiplication and using our 

multiplication and division facts for the 3, 4 and 8 multiplication 

tables, and solving problems involving these. 
 

Finally, we will finish the term investigating properties of 

shapes including: drawing, making and recognising 2-D and 3-D 

shapes; identifying right angles and relating these turning; and 

whether angles are greater or lesser than a right angle. 

Working Scientifically 

We are learning:  

To work scientifically. 

 

To compare and group samples by their physical 

appearance and characteristics. 

 

To record on findings from our enquiries. 

Rocks 

We will be learning all about Rocks in Science by looking at 

different types of rocks and soils. To help the children understand 

rocks in more detail we will be getting hands on with lots of 

different samples and techniques. 

 

To help us to think about our past we will be looking at fossils and 

how they are formed. 

PHSE 

Celebrating differences 

How families differ 

How conflicts occur within 

families 

What bullying looks like and 

how I can help 

 

 

 

 
 

As Artists… As Athletes… As Musicians… 
We are: 

 

Firstly, we will be taking inspiration from Armistice 

and creating different pieces of art work based on 

the poppy. 

 

We will continue to link our art work with our 

history by producing stone age tools, cave paintings 

without brushes and using natural ‘paint’ and natural 

dyes and using these to help us weave a pattern. 

Yoga 

As the weather is turning we 

will have weekly yoga lessons 

indoors. Where possible we 

will venture out and play 

games outside instead. 

 

Swimming 

We will have weekly 

swimming lessons booked at 

Bicester Leisure Centre. 

Weekly cello lessons will continue 

throughout the term and we will 

also be learning:  

To improvise and compose music 

for a range of purposes, enabling 

us to play and perform in solo and 

ensemble contexts using both our 

voices and playing musical 

instruments.  

 

Children will us their instruments 

to create robot sounds and will 

learn to sing a song in unison for 

black history month. 

Values for life 

 

The value for Term 1 is: 

Resilience 

Our key figure this term is:  

Frida Khalo 
 


